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Abstract
Scalable shared-memory multiprocessors distribute memory
among the processors and use scalable interconnection networks
to provide high bandwidth and low latency communication. In
addition, memory accesses are cached, buffered, and pipelined
to bridge the gap between the slow shared memory and the fast
processors. Unless carefully controlled, such architectural optimizations can cause memory accesses to be executed in an order
different from what the programmer expects. The set of allowable memory access orderings forms the memory consistency
model or event ordering model for an architecture.
This paper introduces a new model of memory consistency,
called release consistency, that allows for more buffering and
pipelining than previously proposed models. A framework for
classifying shared accesses and reasoning about event ordering is developed. The release consistency model is shown to
be equivalent to the sequential consistency model for parallel
programs with sufficient synchronization. Possible performance
gains from the less strict constraints of the release consistency
model are explored. Finally, practical implementation issues are
discussed, concentrating on issues relevant to scalable architecNrcs.

1 Introduction
Serial computers present a simple and intuitive model of the
memory system to the programmer. A load operation returns
the last value written to a given memory location. Likewise,
a store operation binds the value that will be returned by subsequent loads until the next store to the same location. This
simple model lends itself to efficient impiementation~urnt
uniprocessors use caches, write buffers, interleaved main memory, and exploit pipelining techniques. The accesses may even
be issued and completed out of order as long as the hardware
and compiler ensure that data and control dependences are respected.
For multiprocessors, however, neither the memory system
model nor the implementation is as straightforward. The memory system model is more complex because the definitions of
“last value written”, “subsequent loads”, and “next store” become unclear when there are multiple processors reading and
writing a location. Furthermore, the order in which shared memory operations are done by one process may be used by other
processes to achieve implicit synchronization. For example, a
process may set a flag variable to indicate that a data structure
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it was manipulating earlier is now in a consistent state. Consistency models place specific requirements on the order that
shared memory accesses (evenrs) from one process may be observed by other processes in the machine. More generally, the
consistency model specifies what event orderings are legal when
several processes are accessing a common set of locations.
Several memory consistency models have been proposed in
the literature: examples include sequential consistency [7]. processor consistency [5], and weak consistency [4]. The sequenrial consisrency model [7] requires the execution of a parallel
program to appear as some interleaving of the execution of the
parallel processes on a sequential machine. While conceptually
simple, the sequential consistency model imposes severe restrictions on the outstanding accesses that a process may have and
effectively prohibits many hardware optimizations that could
increase perfotmance. Other models attempt to relax the constraints on the allowable event orderings, while still providing
a reasonable programming model for the programmer.
ArchiteCNrd
optimizations that reduce memory latency are
especially important for scalable multiprocessor architectures.
As a result of the distributed memory and general interconnection networks used by such multiprocessors [8, 9. 12). requests
issued by a processor to distinct memory modules may execute
out of order. Caching of data further complicates the ordering of
accesses by introducing multiple copies of the same location.
While memory accesses are atomic in systems with a single
copy of data (a new data value becomes visible to all processorts at the same time), such atomicity may not be present in
cache-based systems. The lack of atomicity introduces extra
complexity in implementing consistency models. A system architect must balance the design by providing a memory consistency model that allows for high performance implementations
and is acceptable to the programmer.
In this paper, we present a new consistency model called
release consistency, which extends the weak consistency
model [4] by utilizing additional information about shared acceases. Section 2 presents a brief overview of previously proposed consistency models. The motivation and framework for
release consistency is presented in Section 3. Section 4 considers equivalences among the several models given proper information about shared accesses. Section 5 discusses potential
performance gains for the models with relaxed constraints. Finally, Section 6 discusses implementation issues, focusing on
issues relevant to scalable architectures.

Definition 23: Sequential Consistency
A system is squenually consistent if the result of any
execution is the same as if the operations of all the processors were executed in some sequential order, and the
operations of each individual processor appear in this sequence in the order specified by its program.

2 Previously Proposed Memory Consistency Models
In this section, we present event ordering requirements for supporting the sequential, processor, and weak consistency models.
Although the models discussed in this section have already been
presented in the literature, we discuss
them here for purposes
of completeness, uniformity in terminology, and later comparison. Readers familiar with the first three models and the event
ordering terminology may wish to skip to Section 3.
To facilitate the description of different event orderings, we
present formal definitions for the stages that a memory request
goes through. The following two deiinitions are from Dubois
ef 01. 14, lo]. In the following, P, refers to processor i.

Scheurich and Dubois [ 10, 111have described event order restrictions that guarantee sequential consistency. Condition 2.1
presents sufficient conditions for providing sequential consistency (these differ slightly from conditions given in [IO]).
Condition 2.1: Sufficient Conditions for Sequential
Consistency
(A) before a LOAD is allowed to perform with respect to
any other processor, all previous LOAD accessesmust be
globully performed and all previous STORE accesses must
be performed, and
@) before a STORE iS SllOWCdtOpWfOnII
withrespaxto
any other processor, all previous LOAD accesses must be
globo/ly performed and all previous STORE accesses must

Definition 2.1: Performing a Memory Request
A LOAD by P, is considered performed with respect to
Pk at a pOint in time when the iSSUiIIg Of a STORE 10 the
same address by Pk cannot affecl the value relumed by
the LOAD. A STORE by P, is considered petformed wirh
fespect to Pk at a point in time when an issued LOAD to
the same address by Pk relums
STORE (or a subsequentSTORE

the value

defined

beperformed.

by this

2.2

lo tbe same hation).
An
access is performed when it is performed with respect to
all processors.

To relax some of the orderings imposed by sequential consistency, Goodman introduces the concept of processor consistency [S]. Processor consistency requires that writes issued from
a processor may not be observed in any order other than that
in which they were issued. However, the order in which writes
from two processors occur, as observed by themselves or a
thini processor, need not be identical. Processor consistency is
weaker than sequential consistency; therefore, it may not yield
‘correct’ execution if the programmer assumes sequential consistency. However, Goodman claims that most applications give
the same results under the processor and sequential consistency
models. Specifically, he relies on programmers to use explicit
synchronization rather than depending on the memory system
to guarantee strict event ordering. Goodman also points out that
many existing multiprocessors (e.g., VAX 8800) satisfy processor consistency, but do not satisfy sequential consistency.
The description given in [S] does not specify the ordering
of read accesses completely. We have defined the following
conditions for processor consistency.

Definition 2.2 describes the notion of globally performed for
LOADS.

Definition 23: Performing a LOAD Globally
A LOAD is globally performed if it is performed und if the
STORE that is the source of the returned value has been
performed.
The distinction between performed and globally performed
LOAD accesses is only present in architectures with non-atomic
STORES. A STORE is atomic if the value stored becomes read-

able to all processors at the same time. In architectures with
caches.and general interconnection networks, a STORE operation is inttenntly non-atomic unless special hardware mechanisms are employed to assure atomicity.
From this point on, we implicitly assume that uniprocessor
control and data dependences are respected. In addition, we
assume that memory is kept coherent, that is, all writes to the
same location are serialized in some order and am performed in
that order with respect to any processor. We have formulated
the conditions

for

satisfying

each

model

such

that

2.1

Sequential

Consistency

Lamport [7] defines sequential consistency as follows.

Condition 2.2: CondiGons for Processor Consistency
(A) before a LOAD is allowed to perform with respect to
any other processor. all previous LoAD accessesmust be
performed, and
(B) before a STORE is allowed to perform with respect
to any 0th~ processor, all previous accesses(LOADS and
STORES ) must be performed.

a process

needs to keep track of only requests initiated by itself. Thus,
the compiler and hardware can enforce ordering on a per process(or) basis. We define program order as the order in which
accesses occur in an execution of the single process given that
no reordering takes place. When we use the phrase “all previous accesses”, we mean all accesses in the program order that
are before the current access. In presenting the event ordering
conditions to satisfy each model, we assume that the implementation avoids deadlock by ensuring that accesses that occur
previously in program order eventually get performed (globally
performed).

Processor Consistency

The above conditions allow reads following a write to bypass
the write. To avoid deadlock, the implementation should guarantee that a write that appears previously in program order will
evcntuaIIy perform.

2.3

Weak Consistency

A weaker consistency model can be derived by relating mernory request ordering to synchronization points in the program.
As an example, consider a processor updating a data structure
within a critical section. If the computation requires several
STORE accesses and the system is sequentially consistent, then
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will have to be delayed until the previous STORE
is complete. But such delays are unnecessary because the programmer has already made sure that no other process can rely
on that data snucture being consistent until the critical section
is exited. Given that all synchronization points are identified,
we need only ensure that the memory is consistent at those
points. This scheme has the advantage of providing the user
with a reasonable programming model. while pennitting multiple memory accesses to be pipelined. The disadvantage is that
all synchronization accesses must be identified by the programmer or compiler.
The weak consistency model proposed by Dubois er al. [4]
is based on the above idea. They distinguish between ordinary
shared accesses and synchronization accesses, where the latter
am used to control concurrency between several processes and
to maintain the integrity of ordinary shared data. The conditions
to ensure weak consistency are given below (slightly different
fmm the conditions given in [4]).

stud

each STORE

/\

c’w=~g

/\
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a flag variable to indicate to the consumer process that a data
record is ready. Similarly, processes may enclose all updates
to a shared data structure within lock and unlock operations
to prevent simultaneous access. All such accesses used to enforce an ordering among processes are called synchronizurion
accesses. Synchronization accesses have two distinctive characteristics: (i) they are competing accesses, with one process
writing a variable and the other reading it; and (ii) they are fmquetttly used to order contlicting accesses (i.e., make them noncompeting). For example, the lock and unlock synchronization
operations are used to order the non-competing accesses made
inside a critical section.
Synchronization accesses can further be partitioned into ucquire and release accesses. An acquire synchronization access
(e.g., a lock operation or a process spinning for a flag to be
set) is performed to gain access to a set of shared locations.
A release synchronization access (e.g., an unlock operation or
a process setting a flag) grants this permission. An acquire is
accomplished by reading a shated location until an appmpriate
value is read. Thus, an acquire is always associated with a read
synchronization access (atomic read-modify-write accesses are
diseussod in Section 3.2). Similarly, a release is always associated with a write synchronization access.
acNot all competing accesses are used as synchr~nizati~
ccxacs, however. As an example, programs that use chaotic
relaxation algorithms make many competing accesses to read
thair neighbors’ data However, these accesses are not used
to impose an ordering among the parallel pmcesses and are
thus considered nun-synchronization competing accesses in our
terminology, Figure 1 shows this categorization for memory

This section presents the framework for release consistency. There are two main issues explored in this sectionperformance and correctness. For performance, the goal is to
exploit additional information about shared accesses to develop
a memory consistency model that allows for more efficient implementations. Section 3.1 discusses a categorization of shared
accesses that provides such information. For cortectness. the
goal is to develop weaker models that are equivalent to the
stricter models as far as the results of programs are concerned.
Section 3.2 introduces the notion of properly-labeled programs
that is later used to prove equivalences among models. Finally.
Section 3.3 presents the release consistency model and discusses
how it exploits the extra information about accesses.

of Shared Memory
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Figure 1: Categorization of shared writable accesses.

3 The Release Consistency Model
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Condition 2.3: Conditions for Weak Consistency
(A) before an ordinary LOAD or STORE ~ccus is allowed
to perform with nspect to any oihu processor,all previous
synchronization acce.ssesmust be performed, and
(B) before a synchronizarionaccessis allowed to perform
with respect to any other processor,all previous ordinary
LOAD and STORE accessesmust be performed. and
(C) rynchronizarion accessesare sequentially consistent
with respect to one another.

3.1

access

BCCCSSCS.

The categorization of shared accesses into the suggested
groups allows one to provide more efficient implementations by
using this information to relax the event ordering restrictions.
For example, the purpose of a release access is to inform other
processes that accesses that appear before it in program order
have completed. On the other hand, the purpose of an acquire
access is to delay future access to data until informed by another
process. The categorization described here can be extended to
include other useful infotmation about accesses. The tradeoff
is how easily that extra information can be obtained from the
compiler or the programmer and what incremental performannce
benefits it can provide.
Fiiy,
the method for identifying an access as a competing
access depends on the consistency model. For example, it is
possible for an access to be competing under processor consistency and non-competing under sequential consistency. While
identifying competing paits is difficult in general, the following
conceptual method may be used under sequential consistency.
Two conflicting accesses bi and br on different processes form

Accesses

WC lirst describe the notions of conpicting uccesses (as presented in [ 131) and compering accesses. Two accesses are conflicting if they are to the same memory location and at least
one of the accesses is a STORE.' Consider a pair of conflicting
acccssos UI and 02 on different processors. If the two accesses
arc not ordered, they may execute simultaneously thus causing
a race condition. Such accesses al and at form a competing
puir. If an access is involved in a competing pair under any
execution, then the access is considered a competing access.
A parallel program consisting of individual processes specifies the actions for each process and the interactions among
processes. These interactions are coordinated through accesses
to shared memory. For example, a producer process may set
‘A read-modify-writeeperaiionCM be treatedas en eianie acee..wu)nslstlt’g of both I lad and I stoic.
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An ac9L or relL label implies the dyncL label. Any specialL
access that iS not labeled as dynq
is labeled as nsynct. in
addition, any sharedL access that is not labeled as apeciaiL
is labeled as ordinaryL. Note that this categorization is based
on access and not on location. For example, it is possible that
of hvo accesses to the same location, one is labeled dpecialr.
while the other is labeled urdinaryr..
Most architectures provide atomic read-modify-write operations for efficiently dealing with competing accesses. The load
and store access in the operation can be labeled separately based
on their categorization, similarly to individual load and state accesses. The most common label for a read-modify-write is an
acqr. for the load and an nsyncL for the store. A prevalent
example of this is an atomic test-and-set operation used to gain
exclusive access to a set of data. Although the store access is
necessary to ensure mutual exclusion, it does not function as
either an acquire or a release. If the programmer or compiler
cannot categorize the read-modify-write appropriately, the consawrive label for guaranteeing correctness is acqL and reir, for
the load and start respectively (the operation is treated as both
an acquire and a release).
There is no unique labeling to make a program a PL program. As long as the above subset properties am respected. the
program will be considered properly-labeled. Proper labeling is
not an inherent property of the program, but simply a property
of the labels. Therefore, any program can be properly labeled.
However, the less conservative the labeling, the higher is the
potential for performance benefits.
Given perfect information about the category of an access, the
access can be easily labeled to provide a PL program. However,
perfect information may not be available at all times. Pmper
labeling can still be provided by being conservative. This is
illustrated in the three possible labeling strategies enumerated
below (from conservative to aggressive). Only leaf labels shown
in Figure 2 arc discussed (remember that a leaf label implies sll
parent labels).

Figure 2: Labels for memory ac~cccsses.
a competing pair if there exists at least one legal interleaving
where bl and b xc adjacent.

3.2

Properly-Labeled

Programs

l’lm previous subsection described a cakgorization based on
the intrinsic pmpertks of an access. We now describe the labelings for an access. The label represents what is asserted
about the categorization of the access. It is the responsibility
of the compiler or the programmer to provide labels for the acames. Figure 2 shows possible labelings for memory accesses
in a program. The labels shown correspond to the categorization of accesses depicted in Figure 1. The subscript L denotes
tbxt these are labels. The labels at the same level are disjoint,
and a label at a leaf implies all its parent labels.
The release consistency model exploits the information conveyed by the labels to provide less strict event ordering conatnints. Thus, the labels need to have a proper relationship to
the actual category of an accesses to ensure correctness under
dense consistency. For example, the ordinaryL label asserts
that an access is noncompeting. Since the hardware may exploit the urdinaryr. label to use less strict event orderings, it
is impottsnt that the adinaryr,
label be used only for nonampcting acctsscs. However, a non-competing access can be
ammrvatively labeled 89 spe&alL. In addition, it is itnporm that enough competing accesses be labeled as acqr. and
are indeed
Tel& to ensure that the ar2cessw labeled adinaryL
non-competing.
The following definition provides a conccptnd model for detemkin g whether enough dpecialr, acusses
h8lIlt been CategOlkd
Bs dyT%Cr, (lt&l assnmirtg the sequential
CQISISECI1CY
mod@.

1. If competing and non-competing accesses can not be distinguished, then all reads can be labeled as ac9~ and all
write3 can be labeled as relL.
2. If competing accesses can be distinguished from noncompeting accesses, but synchronization and nonsynchronization accesses can not be distinguished, then all
accesses distinguished as non-competing can be labeled as
ordinary‘ and all competing accesses are labeled as ac9L
find relL (as before).

Ddloition 3.1: Enongh Syncr. Labels
Pick any two aeeessu u on processor P, and u on pmcesIQ P” (P” not the same as P”) such that ltle two acCcdsca
am&t, and at least one id labeled as ordinaryL. Under
any legal interleaviug, if u appeatf aftcr (befon) u. then
tbae llCCd.9to be a hSt OUCSyttCL write (Md) IIccCdS
on p, and one dYnCL rud (write) on P, separating u and
u,auchthatthewriteappearsbef~theread.
Thereare
enough alxxxda lab&d as dyTtCr. if the above condition
hoids for aI1 possible pairs u and u. A dyne6 read has to
be lab&d as acqL md a dyncr. write has to be labeled ad
relc

3. If competing and non-competing accesses are distinguished
anti synchronization and non-synchronization accesses are
distinguished. then all non-competing accesses can be labeled as ordinaryL, all non-synchronization accesses can
bc labeled as ndyncL. and all synchronization accesses are
labeled as acqL and relL (as before).
We discuss two practical ways for labeling accesses to pmvide PL programs. The first involves parallelizing compilers
that generate parallel code from sequential programs. Since the
compiler does the parallelization, the infotmation about which
accesses SE competing and which accesses are used for synchronization is known to the compiler and can be used to label
the aca!sscs properly.
The second way of producing PL programs is to use a programming methodology that lends itself to proper labeling. For

lb determine whether all labels are appropriate, we present
tIm notion of properly-labeled pmgrams.
Deliniticn 32: Properly-Labeled (PL) Programs
A program is properi@beied (PL) if the following hold:
(shared acccdd)
c dharedL. carpeting E speciaiL,
and enough (81sdetined above) dpeeidr,
accedsedare labeled as aeqr. and reiL.
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example, a large class of programs am written such that accexscs to shared data are protected within critical sections. Such
programs are called synchronized program. whereby writes to
shared locations are done in a mutually exclusive manner (no
other reads or writes can occur simultaneously). In a synchronixed program, ail accesses (except accesses that am part of
the synchronization constructs) can be labeled as ordinaryt.
In addition, since synchronixation constructs arc pmdefincd, the
accesses within them can bc labeled properly when the constructs arc first implemented. For this labeling to be proper, the
ptvgrammcr must ensure that the program is synchronixed.
Given a program is properly-labeled, the remaining issue is
whether the consistency model exploits the extra information
conveyed by the labels. The scqucntial and processor consistency models ignore all labels aside from rhatedL. The weak
consistency model ignores any labelings past ordinaryL and
speciaiL. In weak consistmcy, an access lab&d special& is
treated as a synchronixation access and as both an acquire and
a release. In contrast, the release consistency model presented
in the next subsection exploits the information conveyed by the
labels at the leaves of the labeling tree.
From this point on, we do not distinguish between the camgorixarion and the labeling of an access. unless this distinction
is ncccssaty.

3.3

Release Consistency

R&ase consistency is an extension of weak consistency that
exploits the information about acquire, release, and nonsynchronixation accesses. The following gives the conditions
for ensuring release conristency.
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Condition 3.1: Conditions for Release Consistency
(A) be.fo!ean ordinary LOAD or STOREaccc48is ahowed
to perform with respect to any other pmccasor. all previous
acquire a-w
must be paformed and
(B) before a release BcccIIl is allowed to perform with
rapaXtoanyochaprOCessa.~pmiourordiMry
LOAD
ml STORE acceascsmust be paformed. and
kQmpLa/;r
arc processorconsistent with rcspact

R&am

con8iatalcy

sdk”#
(RCpc)

Figure 3: Ordering requirements for different consistency models.
us to show this equivalence. We chose processor consistency
since it is easier to implement and offers higher pcrfonnanc~.

4

Four of the ordering restrictions in weak consismncy arc not
pIBUnt
in dCa.?C COrISiStUrCy.
The fust is that Ordinary
and STORE accessed following a release access do not

OrdiMy

Model Equivalences

The purpose of this section is to provide mom insight into the
similarities and differences among the consistency models presented in Sections 2 and 3 by showing relations and cquiva~~ICCSamong the models.
We have presented four consistency models: sequential consistency (SC). processor consistency (PC), weak consistency
with special accesses sequentially consistent (WC&, and rclease consistency with special accesses pmccssoc consistent
(RCpc). Two other models that fit within this framework arc
weak consistency with special accesses processor consistent
(WCpc) and release consistency with special accesses squcntially consistent (RCsc). Figure 3 depicts the event orderings
imposed by Conditions 2.1 through 2.3 for SC, PC, WCsc, and
Condition 3.1 for RCpc. The WC and RC models have fewer
restrictions on ordering than SC and PC, and RC has fewer
restrictions than WC. Of course, a hardware implcmentxtion
has the choice of enforcing the stated conditions dirccdy or
imposing some alternative set of conditions that guarantee the
executions of programs appear as if the stated conditions were
followed.
We define the relations 2 (stricter) and = (equal) for rclat-

LOAD

have to
be delayed for the release to complete: the purpose of the rclease synchronixation access is to signal that previous accesses
in a critical section am complete, and it does not have anything
to say about ordering of accesses following it. Of course, the
local dcpcndcncw within the same processor must still he respected. Second, an acquire synchronixation access need not be
delayed for previous ordinary LOAD and STORE acuxscs to be
performed Since an acquire access is not giving permission to
any other process to mad/write the previous pending locations,
them is no nsson for the acquire to wait for them to complete.
Third, a non-synchronization special access does not wait for
previous ordinary accesses and does not delay future ordinary
accesses; a non-synchronization access does not interact with
ordinary accesses. Tile fourth difference arises from the ordcring of special accesses. In mlease consistency, they are only
rquired to be processor consistent and not sequentially consistent. For all applications that we have encountered, scquential consistency and processor consistency (for special accesses)
give the same results. Section 4 outlines restrictions that allow
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ing the models. If A and B are different consistency models, then relation A > B says that results of executions of
a program under model A will be in accordance to legal results for the program under model B, but not necessarily vice
versa. The stricter relation is transitive. The relation A = B
says that for a certain program, models A and B cannot be
distinguished based on the results of the program. Given
A 2 B and B 2 A. we know A = B. Some obvious relations that hold for any parallel program are: SC 2 PC,
SC 2 WCsc 2 RCsc, SC >_ WCpc 2 RCpc. PC 2 RCpc.
WCsc 2 WCpc, and RCsc 2 RCpc. However, the stricter
relation does not hold among the following pairs: (PC,WCsc),
(PC,RCsc), (PC,WCpc), and (RCsc,WCpc).
Due to the more complex semantics of the weaker models,
it is desirable to show that the weaker models are equivalent
to the stricter models for certain classes of programs. Such
equivalences would be useful. For example, a programmer can
write programs under the well defined semantics of the sequential consistency model, and as long as the program satisfies the
restrictions, it can safely be executed under the more efficient
release consistency model.
Let us tist restrict the programs to PL programs under sequential consistency. Given such programs, we have proved the
following equivalences: SC = WCsc = RCsc. This is done
by proving RCsc 2 SC for PL programs and using the relation
SC > WCsc > RCsc. Our proof technique is based on an
exte&on of the formalism presented by Shasha and Snir [13].
We have included the proof for RCsc > SC in the appendix.
A similar proof can be used to show PC = WCpc = RCpc
for PL programs under the processor consistency model.
More quivalences can be shown if we restrict programs to
those that cannot distinguish between sequential consistency
and processor consistency (SC = PC). Given a set of restrictions on competing LOAD accesses, it can be shown that
SC = PC.z The restrictions are general enough to allow for
alI implementations of locks, semaphores, barriers, distributed
loops, and task queues that we zu-einterested in. Given competing LOAD accesses have been restricted (therefore, SC = PC)
and shared accesses are properly labeled to qualify the pmas a PL program under SC, it is easily shown that
SC = PC = WCsc = RCsc = WCpc = RCpc. Therefore, such a program could be written based on the sequential
consistency model and wiII run correctly under release consistarcy wFJ@.
The above equivalences hold for PL programs only. In some
programs most accesses ~I’Ccompeting (e.g., chaotic relaxation)
and must be labeled as spcial for proper labeling. While this
wiII make the quivaiences hold, the program’s performance
may not be substantially better on RCsc than on SC. However,
such applications are usually robust enough to tolerate a more
relaxed ordering on competing accesses. For achieving higher
performance in these cases, the programmer needs to directly
deal with the more complex semantics of release consistency to
reason about the program.
resbictions.onecan allow an atomiclest-a&set asedaaaa
before I pntious special write access(e.g., unset)has
beenperformed.We am eorrcntly pnpadag a tech&al repoa that dese&es
th8&%ail8.
‘oiVCII
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Performance
Models

Potentials for Different

The main purpose of examining weaker models is performance.
In this section, we explore the potential gains in performance
for each of the models. Realizing the full potential of a model
will generally depend on the access behavior of the program
and may require novel architectural and compiler techniques.
Our goal is to provide intuition about how one model is more
efficient fhan another.
The performance differences among the consistency models arise from the opportunity to overlap large latency memory accesses with independent computation and possibly other
memory
accesses. When the latency of an access is hidden by
overlapping it with other computation, it is known as access
buffering. When the latency of an access is hidden by overlapping with other accesses, it is known as access pipefining. To
do buffering and pipelining for read accesses requires prefetch
capability (non-blocking loads).
We provide simple bounds for the maximum performance
gain of each model compared to a base execution model. The
base model assumes that the processor is stalled on every access
that results in a cache miss. It is easily shown that sequential
consistency and processor consistency can at best gain a fti,or
of 2 and 3. respectively, over the base model. This gain arises
fmm the opportunity to buffer accesses. In practice though
these two models are not expected to perform much better than
the base model, since access buffering is not effective when the
frequency of shared accesses is high.
The weak and release consistency models can potentially pmvide large gains over the base model, since accesses and computation in the region between two adjacent synchronization points
can be overlapped freely as long as unipmcessor dependences
are respected. In this case, the maximum gain over the base
model is approximately equal to &/&,
where trot is the latency of a miss and t,., is the shortest delay between the issue of
two consecutive accesses that miss in a cache. Intuitively, this
is because ordinary accesses within a region can be pipeIined.
Unlike the maximum gains for SC and PC, the potential gains
for WC and RC are more realizable. For example, several numerical applications fetch and update large arrays as part of
their computations. The pipelining of reads and writes in such
applications can lead to large performance gains.
between WC and RC arises
The difference in performance
when the occumnce of special accesses is more frequent. while
weak consistency requires ordinary accesses to perform in the
region between two synchronization points, release consistency
relaxes this by allowing an ordinary access to occur anywhere
between the previous acquire and the next release. In addition,
an acquire can perform without waiting for previous ordinary
accesses and ordinary accesses can perform without waiting for
a release. Figure 4 shows an example that highlights the difference between the two models (assume that there are no local
dependences).
To illustrate the performance gains made possible by the release consistency model, we consider the example of doing updates to a distributed hash table. Each bucket in the table is
protected by a lock. A processor acquires the lock for a bucket
first. Next, several words are nad from records in that bucket,
some computation is performed, and several words are titten based on the result of the computation. Finally, the lock
is released. The processor then moves on to do the same se-
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Figure 5: Overlap in processing hash table buckets.

6 Implementation

Figure 4: Possible overlap difference between WCsc and RCpc.
quencc of operations on another bucket. Such operations are
common in several applications (for example, token hash tables
in OPSS [6]). The locality of data in such an application is low
since the hash table can be large and several other processors
may have modified an entry from the last time it was accessed.
Therefore, the read and write accesses will miss often.
Under sequential consistency, all accesses and computation
become serialized. With weak consistency, the reads can be
pipelined. Of course, this assumes the architecture allows muitipie outstanding reads. All reads need to complete before the
computation. Once the computation completes, the writes occur
in a pipelined fashion. However, before releasing the lock, all
writes need to complete. The lock for the next record can not
be acquired until the previous lock is rele&ed.
Release consistency provides the most opportunity for overlap. Within a critical section, the overlap is the same as in weak
consistency. However, while the release is being delayed for the
writes to complete, the processor is free to move on to the next
record to acquire the lock and start the reads. Thus, there is
overlap between the writes of one critical section and the reads
of the next section.
To make the example more concrete, assume the latency of
a miss is 40 cycles. Consider read miss, write miss, aquiring a lock. and releasing a lock as misses. Assume t,,, is 10
cycles and the computation time is 100 cycles. Assume three
read misses and three write misses in each record lookup and
update. If ail accesses are serialized, each critical section takes
420 cycles. With weak consistency, the read misses before the
computation and the write misses after the computation can be
pipelined. The three read misses will complete in 60 cycles.
The same is tme for the write misses. Themfore, the critical section completes in 300 cycles on an implementation with
weak consistency. Under release consistency, the same overlap is possible within a critical section. In addition, there is
overlap between critical sections. Therefore, the processor can
move on to the next critical section every 230 cycles. Figure 5
shows the overlap differences among squential, weak, and relellse consistency. The segments shown span the time from the
issue to the completion of an access. An access may be initiakd by the processor several cycles before it is issued to the
memory system.
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Issues

The two most important issues from an implementation point of
view are correctness and performance. The consistency model
determines what a correct implementation of the memory systan must provide. The challenge for a correct implementation
is to achieve the full performance potential of the chosen consistency model. This section presents practical implementation
techniques, focusing on issues relevant to scalable architectures
that use caches, distributed memory, and scalable interconnection networks.
In the following subsections, we outline the techniques for
ordering accesses under the various consistency models. The
problem is split between ordering accesses to the same memory
block and those to different memory blocks. General solutions
to achieve the proper ordering are given along with the particular solutions employed in the DASH prototype system [g].
Our discussion focuses on invalidation-based coherence protocols, although the concepts can also be applied to update-based
protocols.

6.1

Inter-Block
Mechanism

Access Ordering

and the FENCE

As a result of the distribution of the memory and the use of
scalable interconnection networks, requests issued by a processor to distinct memory modules may execute out of order. To
maintain order among two accesses, we need a mechanism to
delay the issue of one access until the previous one has been
performed.’ This requires each processor to keep track of its
outstanding accesses. Due to multiple paths and variable delays
within the memory system, acknowledge messages from target
memories and caches are required to signal the completion of
an sJxess.
We refer to the mechanism for delaying the issue of accesses
as a fence [3. 5. 131. We define a general set of fence operations and demonstrate how these fence operations can be used
to implement the consistency models presented earlier. While
“lbua ia a subtle difference between Maying issue and delaying an actea horn being perfonnal with respect to any c@r pmcaso r. Instead of
co:&;
of a write, the -or
can delay making the tb3w value
meaama. Tbe wnte la corulldered perfolmed when lhe
new velue is mde visible to other processors. This allows write I~XS%J to
be pipelined. We are studying haniwuc techniques that exploit this distinction for write accesses in invslidti-based machines. However,we do nof
kamsldcr such mhniquu in this paper.

mustbe performed

by Fence
SC

LOAD
STORE

mented by stalling the write buffer. The immediate fence, which
is only required in release consistency (for an aggressive implementation), requires the most hardware. Each delayed operation
requires an entry with its own set of counters. In addition, accesses and acknowledges need to be tagged to distinguish which
entry’s counters should be decremented upon completion. In
the DASH prototype (discussed in Section 6.3). a write fence
is substituted for the immediate fence (load accesses are blocking), thus providing a conservative implementation of release
consistency.

full
fd

LOAD

STORE

G
G

P
P

PC

Figure 6: Fence operations to achieve sequential and processor
consistency. P denotes performed while G denotes globally
performed.

6.2

fence operations are described here as explicit operations, it is
possible, and often desirable, to implicitly associate fences with
load, store, and special (e.g., acquire, release) accesses.
For generality, we assume that load operations are nonblocking. The processor can proceed after the load is issued,
and is only delayed if the destination register of the load is accessed before the value has returned. In contrast, a blocking
load stalls the processor until it is performed.
Fence operations can be classified by the operations they delay and the operations they wait upon. Useful operations to
delay are: (i) all future read and write accesses (full fence); (ii)
all future write accesses (write fence), and (iii) only the access
immediately foliowing the fence (immediate fence). Likewise,
useful events to wait for are a combination of previous load
accesses, store accesses, and (for the weaker models) special
aCccSSCS.

Figure 6 shows the placement and type of fence operations
required to achieve squential and processor consistency. For
example, the first line for SC in the figure indicates that the
fence prior to a load is a full fence waiting for all previous
loads to globaliy perform and aii previous stores to perform.
Figure 7 shows the fence operations necessary to achieve weak
consistency (WCsc) and release consistency (RCpc). The implementations outiined are the most aggressive implementation
for each modeI in that only the delays that are necessary are
enforced. Conservative implementations am possible whereby
hardware complexity is reduced by allowing some extra delays.
To implement fences, a processor must keep track of outstanding accesses by keeping appropriate counters. A count is
incremented upon the issue of the access, and is decremented
when the acknowledges come bacit for that access (an acknowledge for a read access is simply the return value). For full and
write fences, the number of counters necessary is a function of
the number of different kinds of accesses that need to be distinguished. For example, RCpc needs to distinguish four groups
of accesses: ordinary, nsync load, acquire, and special store accesses. Therefore, an aggressive implementation requires four
counkrs. However, only two counters are required if special
loads are blocking. For immediate fences, the same number of
counters (as for full or write fence) is required for each outstanding immediate fence. Therefore, we have to multiply this
number by the number of immediate fences that are aliowed
to be outstanding. Slightly conservative implementations of release consistency may simply distinguish special load accesses
from other accesses by using two counters (only one if special loads are blocking) and limit the number of outstanding
immediate fences to a small number.
Full fences can be implemented by stalling the processor until
the appropriate counts are zero. A write fence can be hple-
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Intra-Block

Ordering

of Accesses

The previous section discussed ordering constraints on accesses
to different memory blocks. When caching is added to a multiprocessor, ordering among accesses to the same block becomes
an issue also. For example, it is possible to receive a read request to a memory block that has invalidations pending due to a
previous write. There are subtle issues involved with servicing
the read request while invalidations are pending. Cache blocks
of larger than one word further complicate ordering. since accesses to different words in the block can cause a similar interaction.
In an invalidation-based coherence protocol, a store operation
to a non-dirty location requires obtaining exclusive ownership
and invalidating other cached copies of the block. Such invalidations may reach different processors at different times and
acknowledge messages are needed to indicate that the store is
performed. In addition, ownership accesses to the same block
must be serialized to ensure only one value persists. Unfortunately, the above two measures are not enough to guarantee correctness. It is important to distinguish between dirty cache lines
with pending invalidates versus those with no pendlng invaiidates. Otherwise, a processor cache may give up its ownemhip
to a dirty line with invalidates pending to a read or write request by another processor, and the rquesting processor would
not be able to detect that the line returned was not performed.
The requesting processor could then improperly pass through
a fence operation that requires all previous loads to be globally performed (if access was a read) or all previous stoma to
be performed (if access was a write). Consequently, read and
ownership requests to a block with pending invalidates must
either be delayed (by forcing retry or delaying in a buffer) until
the invalidations are complete, or if the request is setviced. the
requesting processor must be notified of the outstanding status
and acknowledges should be forwarded to it to indicate the completion of the store. The first alternative provides atomic store
operations. The second alternative doesn’t guarantee atomicity
of the store, but informs the requesting processor when the store
has performed with respect to all processors. In the next subsection, we wiIl discuss the specific implementation technique
used in DASH.
The issues in update-based cache coherence schemes are
slightly different. In an update-based scheme, a store operation
to a location requires updating other cache copies. To maintain
coherence, updates to the same block need to be serialized at a
central point and updates must reach each cache in that order.
In addition, SC-based models are difficult to implement because
copies of a location get updated at different times (it is vimrally
impossible to provide atomic stores). Consequently, a load may
return a value from a processor’s cache, with no indication of
whether the responsible store has performed with respect to all
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Figure. 7: Fence operations to achieve weak consistency and mlcase consistency. P denotes performed while G denotes globally
performed.
processors. For this mason. PC-based models are an attractive
altcmativc for update-based coherence schemes.
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The DASH Prototype

The DASH multiprocessor (81, currently being built at Stanford,
implements many of the features discussed in the pmvious sections. The architecture consists of several processing nodes
connected through a low-latency scalable interconnection network. Physical memory is distributed among the nodes. Each
processing node, or cluster, is a SiIicon Graphics POWER Station 4D/240 [2] consisting of four high-performance processors
with their individual caches and a portion of the shared mcmory. A bus-based snoopy scheme keeps caches coherent within
a cluster while inter-chtster cohcroncc is maintained using a distributed directory-based protocol. For each memory block, the
directory keeps track of remote clustets caching it, and pointto-point messages arc sent to invalidate remote copies of the
block.
Each cluster contains a directory controller board. This dircctory controller is responsible for maintaining cache coherence
across
the clutters
and serving a~ the interface to the intcrconncction network. Of particular interest to this paper am the
protocol
and hatdwatvz features that am aimed at implementing
the release consistency model. Further details on the protocol
are given in [8].
The processor boards of the 4DR40 am designed to work
only with the simple snoopy protocol of the bus. The base,
single-bus system implements a processor consistency model.
The single bus guatantecs
that operations carmot be observed
out of order, and no acknowledgements arc necessary. Read
operations arc blocking on the base machine.
In the distributed DASH environment, the rclcssc consistency
model allows the processor to retire a write after it has received
ownership. but before the access is performed with respect to
alI other processors. Therefore. a mechanismis needed to keep
tsack of outstanding accesses. In DASH, this function is performed by the remote access cache @AC). Cormsponding to
each outstanding access. the RAC maintains a count of invalidation acknowledges pending for that cache block and keeps
track of the processor(s) associated with that access. In addi-
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tion, the RAC msintains a counter per processor indicating the
number of RAC entries (i.e., outstanding requests) in use by
each processor.
To ensure proper intra-block ordering, the RAC detects acccssa to blocks with pending invalidates by snooping on the
cluster bus. in case of a local processor access, the RAC allows
the operation to complete, but adds the new processor to the processor tag field of the RAC. Thus, the processor that has a copy
of the line now shares responsibility for the block becoming
performed. For remote requests (i.e., requests from processors
on a different cluster) the RAC rejects the request. The RAC
does not attempt to sham a non-performed block with a tcmote
processor because of the overhead of maintaining the pointer to
this remote processor and the need to send an acknowledgement
to this processor when the block has been pcrfotmcd. Rejecting
the request is not as desirable as queuing the requests locally,
but this would require extra buffering.
To ensure proper inter-block ordering, DASH again relies on
the acknowledges in the protocol and the RAC. The per processor counter indicates the number of outstanding requests for
each processor. When this count is zero, then the processor
has no outstanding operations and a fence operation can complete. There am two types of fence operations in DASH: a
full fence and a write fence. The full fence is implemented by
stalling the processor until all pmvious memory operations am
pufortned (i.e., the RAC count is xero for that processor). The
leas restrictive write fence is implemented by stalling the output
of the processor’s write-buffer until all previous memory operations arc performed. This effectively blocks the processor’s
access to the second level cache and cluster bus.
DASH distinguishes lock and unlock synchronization opcrations by physical address. All synchronization variables must be
patlitioncd to a separate area of the address space. Each unlock
(release) operation includes an implicit write fence. This blocks
the issuing of any further writes (including the unlock opuation) from that processor until all previous writes have been
pcrhrmcd. This implicit write fence provides a sufficient implementation for release consistency. The explicit forms of full
and write fence operations am also available. These sllow the
programmer or compiler to synthcsixc other consistency models.

7 Concluding Remarks

Society lnrernarronal Conference - COMPCON 88, pages
46&471, February 1988.

The issue of what memory consistency model to implement in
hardware is of fundamental importance to the design of scalable
multiprocessors. In this paper, we have proposed a new model
of consistency, called release consistency. Release consistency
exploits information about the property of shared-memory accesses to impose fewer restrictions on event ordering than previously proposed models, and thus offers the potential for higher
performance. To avoid having the programmer deal directly
with the more complex semantics associated with the release
consistency model, we presented a framework for distinguishing
accesses in programs so that the same results are obtained under RC and SC models. In particular, we introduced the notion
of properly-labeled (PL) programs and proved the equivalence
between the SC and the RCsc model for PL programs. This is
an important result since programmers can use the well defined
semantics of sequential consistency to write their programs, and
as long as the programs are PL, they can be safely executed on
hardware implementing the release consistency model.
To implement the various consistency models, we propose
the use of fence operations. Three different kinds of fence
operations - full fence, write fence, and immediate fence - were
identified. Careful placement of these multiple types of fences
enabled us to minimize the duration for which the processor is
blocked. We also discussed subtle ordering problems that arise
in multiprocessors with caches and provided solutions to them.
Finally, practical implementation techniques were presented in
the context of the Stanford DASH multiprocessor.
We are currently building the prototype for the DASH architecture, which supports the release consistency model. We are
using a simulator for the system to quantie the performance diffaences among the models on real applications and to explore
alternative implementations for each model. We are also exploring compiler techniques to exploit the less strict restrictions of
release consistency. Finally, we are investigating programming
language and programming environment enhancements that allow the compiler to gather higher level information about the
shad acccsscs.
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Appendix A: Proof for SC = RCsc
In this appendix we present a proof of the quivalence betweu~ SC
and RCJC for PL programs (with respect to SC). For brevity, we
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An execution of a program on an implementation defines a pair,
(T. EO). as follows.
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The per-processor tmce. ‘I’. is a set of traces, one for each
proc~sor. showing the instructions executed by the processor
during the execution. The order among instructions in the trace
is adjusted to depict program order for each processor.

. The execution order, EO. spectties the order in which conflicting
accesses are executed. (Retail from sectton 3 that two accesses,
u and V, conjicr if and only if u and z) are to me same location
and one is a STORE.) EU fully specifies the results of a program, since any sequential execution of the accesses in an order
that extends the execuuon order (i.e.. topological sort) will give
the same result.
The delay relarion, II. is an ordering constraint among instructions
within a processor as imposed by some event ordering. For example,
the delay relation for RC enforces Condition 3.1, as well as local data
and control dependences. These notions of execution order, contlicting accesses, and delay relation were developed previously in [ 13). To
prove various equivalences. we extend the nonons presented in [ 131 to
handle conditionals, non-atomic writes, and consistency models other
than SC (we are preparing a technical report on this). Although
writes are not atomic, we can assume thai conflicting accesses are
totally ordered by EO since the implementations we are considering
provide cache coherence (i.e., all processors observe two writes to
the same location in the same order). Also we make the common
assumption that accesses are only to words of memory: each read
access returns the value written by some (single) write access.
The execution order EO on an rmplementation is considered Iegal
if EO U D is acyclic. The graph corresponding to EO U D is called
the precedence gruph, G, of the execution. Thus a cycle in G denotes
an imposstble execution. An instruction z reaches an instruction y in
an execution if there is a (directed) path from z to y in the precedence
graph of the execution.
We parution EO into two disjoint sets, EO, and EO,. where
EO, defines the execution order among any two (conflicting) special
accesses and E, defines the execution order among any two (conflicting) accesses where at least one is an ordinary access. Likewise. G
is partitioned into G, and G,.
Given these preliminary definitions, we now proceed with the
proof. We first assume that special accesses are not affected by ordhsary accesses. This permits us to claim that EO,,sc = EO,,R~
foffows if Tsc = TRc. We will bster describe how this restriction
can be lifted. In lemma 1, WC show that if the same per-processor
trace can occur on both SC and RC, then the program results are
the same. This lemma is then used to prove the main theorem, which
shows that SC = RC for all PL programs. The difficulty in extending the lemma to the main theorem is in showing that any legal trace
on RC may occur on SC despite any conditional branches or indirect
addressing. Note that SC > RC for any program, so it s&ices to
show that RC 1 SC.
Lemma I: Consider an execution E = (TRC, EORC) on RC of a
PL program. If there exists a trace on SC such that Tsc = Tnc,
then there is a corresponding execution on SC with the same results
(i.e.. EOSC = EORC).
Proof: Since the event ordering on special accesses is SC for both
implementations. and special accesses are not affected by ordinary
accesses, G,,sc = G,:,vc is a legal precedence graph for special
awcasca on SC. We will show there exists a legal execution on SC.
based on G,:sc, such that EO,sc = EO,,RC.
Let u and v be two conflicting accesses from ‘I’sc, such that u
is an ordinary access. If u and u are on the same processor. then
the execution order, EO. between the two is determined by local
dependences and is enforced in the same way on SC and RC.
If u and v are on different processors, then the two accesses need
to he ordered through special accesses for the program to be a PL
program. Access u can be either M ordinary or a special access.
Consider the case where u is an ordinary access. For u and v to be
ordered, there is either (a) a release REL, and an acquire ACQ,
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such that REL, reaches ACQ, in G.:sc or (b) a release REL, and
an acquire ACQu such that REL, reaches ACQ, in G,.sc. If (a)
holds, then u before V. uEOu. is the only possible execution order
on SC. The same is true on RC. since vEOu will lead to a cycle
in the precedence graph. This is because clauses (A) and (B) of
Condition 3.1 are upheld. Likewise. a symmetric argument can be
used if (b) holds. The same correspondence between SC and RC can
be’shown for the case where v is a special access. Thus the execution
order EO between u and v is the same on SC and RC.
Since EO,,sc = EO,.RC, and this execution order determines
an E, that is the same for both SC and RC, we have shown that

EOsc = EORc.

0

Therefore, RC >_ SC for a program if, for every execution of a
program on RC. there is an execution on SC such that the traces are
the dame.
How can the traces for a program on SC and RC differ7 There
are two possible sources for any discrepancies between traces: conditionai control Row (affecting which instructions are executed) and
indirect addressing (affecting the location accessed by a read or write
instruction). In what follows, we consider only conditionals.
Extending the argument to handle programs with indirect addressing is
trivial. and omitted in this proof.
We will prove that SC = RC for PL programs as follows. We must
show that there exists an execution on SC in which the outcome of
each conditional is the same. A conditional for which we have shown
this correspondence will be designated proven. otherwise it will be
called unproven. fnitiahy, all conditionals in the trace on RC are
unproven. We will construct the trace on SC inductively in a series
of stages, where at each stage, we show that an unproven conditional
occurs the same way on SC. Once all conditionals are proven, the
macea must be equal and we can apply lemma 1.
Theorem 2: SC = RC for PL programs.
Proof: Let P be a PL program. Consider any execution E =
(Z’RC,EORC) on RC. Let Gnc be the precedence graph for E.
By the definition of a precedence graph, any instruction that affected
another instruction in E, e.g., affected the existence of a write access
or the value returned on a read access, reaches that instruction in
CRC.
Aa indicated above, we proceed in a series of stages. one for each
conditional. At each stage, we construct an execution on SC such
that aome unproven conditional and all previously proven conditionals
have the same outcome on SC and RC.
We begin with stage I. The proof for stage 1 will be shown using
a series of claims. As we shah see. the proof for each remaining
stage is identical to stage I.
Since GRC is acyclic, there is at least one unproven conditional,
ut, that is not reached by any other unproven conditional. Let pU,
be the processor that issued ut Let A, be the set of instructions that
rcaeh ut in Gnc. Although Al is only a subtrace (not even a prefix)
of the entire execution E. we will show that the set At. constructed
in this way, can be used to prove u 1.
Let Al, be the special accesses in At. We have the following
characterization of Al,.
Claim 1: All special accesses program ordered prior to an access in
Al, are themselves in At,. There are no special accesses within any
branch of an unproven conditional. u, where u is program ordered
prior to an access in Al,.
Proof: We first show that the claim holds for acquires. Any acquire
program ordered prior to an access, I, in At reaches z and hence
will itaelf be in Al,. There are no acquires withii any branch of
an unproven conditional program ordered prior lo nn access in At,
since no access after such a conditional can complete prior to the
conditional itself.
We claim that the last program ordered access in AI for each
processor (other than pv,) is a special access. This fact CM be shown
by contradiction.
Let .zt, an ordinary access. be the last program

Therefore, the results returned by read accesses in A, on SC depend only on other accesses in A I. Thus we can view the traces as
being the same. Hence hy lemma 1, all read accesses in A I up to the
last special access on pU1 return the same results in Esc as in E.
Finally, the outcome of conditional ut depends on the values read
by PU,. These read accesses can be ordinary or special. Since P is a
PL progrxm, an ordinary read access affecting ut returns the value of
a write access, wt. that is ordered by local dependence or through an
acquire. A special read acccJs affecting ut is already shown to return
the correct value. Thus the outcome of ut is the same as in E. 0

ordered access for some processor in A, (other than py,). Since zt
is in Al. there is a path, zt, 21,. . . , ut, in GRC. No access in At is
locally dependent on zt since it is the lasl program ordered acws
on its processor. Since P is a PL program, a release below zt is
needed to order the access ahead of zs on SC. However, there is no
release below z( in A,. ‘lhs Ihc only way for .zt to affect 12 on RC
would be in a competing manner that was prevented on SC. This
can happen only if some acquire above either zt or zx were missing
in A,,, which contradicts the claim of the previous paragraph.
Claim I follows since program order is preserved on RC for special
acccssu. 0

Stage k > 1. Inductively, we can assume that k - 1 unproven
condition&
have been shown to correspond on SC and RC, such
that there is a kth unproven conditional. uh. that is not reached by
any other unproven conditional. At this stage, we add to the current
subtrace all instructioos that can reach uh. Let Ak be this new set of
instructions. As before, although Ak is not a complete trace on SC
(or even a prefix), we can argue that there is at least one execution
on SC such that (1) the same G, occurs on Ak in both SC and RC.
and thus (2) the outcome of uk is tbe same as in E. The arguments
are identical to those in ChhnS l-3 above, where u t , . . . , uk- t are no
longer unproven conditionals.
Thadorc. by inductioo. there is an execution on SC such that the
outcome of all conditionals is the same as in E. Since all tmprovens
correspond, we know that the full traces are equal. Thus there exists
a valid trace TSC of P on SC such that TX = TRC. Hence by
lemma 1. there exists an execution on SC such that Esc = ERC.
i.e.. the resuhs are the same. Thii shows that RC 1 SC for P. Sioce
SC 2 KC. it follows that RC = SC for P. 0

Given this characterix.ation of A,,, we show that there is an execution on SC such that special accesses are. the same as in At. In
other words, we show that both implementations have the same G,
for A,. This will he used to show that the resulta returned by read
accesses are the same and hence the outcome of conditional ut is the
same.
Claim 2: There is a pretix of an execution on SC such that the
special accesses are precisely the accesses in At, and the exanrtion
order among thue special accesses is identical to EO,m.
Froof: The special accesses in A,, arc seff~ontained. i.e., there are
no acquires in A,, that arc waiting on releases not in A,,. By claim
1, there is an execution on SC such that all special accesses in A,,
occur. Since special accesses are SC on both implementationa. the
same execution order among these special accesses is possible on
both. To complete the proof, we argue chat no orher special access
(i.e., not in Al,) can be forced to occur prior to an access in Al, in
evuy execution on SC that includes A,,. How can a special m
be forced to occur on SC? Either the special access is program
ordered prior to some access in A,, or it is a release satisfying an
acquire that is not satisfied in A,,. But the former case contradicts
claim 1 and the latter case contradicts Al, being self-contained. Thus
rke is an execution on SC and a point in this execution in which the
special accesses performed are precisely the accesses in Al,, and the
execution order among these spe45al accesses is identical to ~70,~.
0

We have assumed for the above proof that special accesses are not
affected by ordinary accesses. This is used in the proof, for example,
when we assume in lemma 1 that EO,:sc = EO,RC follows if
Tsc = TRC. In general. however, an ordinary access can affect a
spaid accws. e.g., it can be to the same location. Our proof can
be extended to handle this general case in which special accesses
am affected by ordinary acceasea, as follows. Consider special read
accesses, conditiood braochu. and accesses with indirect addressing
all to be. initially uopmven. As above, include one new unproven at
each stage. until all are proveo. Since we are proving special read
aeeuaea along (he way, we atsure the comspondence among special
acccssea between SC and RC at each stage (i.e., EO,sc = EO,&.
‘fhxdore. theorem 2 holds for general PL programs.
Adve and Hill [l] have proved a similar equivalence between sequattiai consistency and their version of weak ordering.

Claim 3: Them is an execution on SC in which the outcome of ut
isthesnmeasinE.
Proofi Since A, consists of all instructions that affeet ut in E, the
w~come of UI in the full execution E is demamined by only the
accuse in A,. Thus it suffices to show that (a) there is an execution
ESC on SC in which the inst~~tions in A, occur, @) all read accused
in Al retom the same Rudy in Esc as in E, and (c) the outcome of
ut III Esc is determined by only the auzssea in A,.
TheaccessesinA, will-onSCsincenoneofthemarewitbin
an uupmven conditional. This follows from the fact that if an access
witblo a conditional can reach ut, then so can its conditional (shsce.
RC enfonxs control dependarce).
Consider the prefix execution, E,, constructed in claim 2, and let
EO,, be the execution order among special accesses in At. Since
E, is a prehx of a PL program, EOt, determines EO,sc for the

xcuaes in A,.
We claim that EO,, determines EO,R~ for the -SW
in A,.
We must show that the instructions in E, that are not in A, have no
effect on the results returned by read accesses in A,. Conaider a write
aceus, WI, in E, that reaches a read access. rt, in A, on SC. but
doer not reach it in GRC. Since tt is in A,, it cannot he reached on
Cm by an unproven conditional. Thus any local depatdence chain
from WI to r1, inclusive. does not include any instruction witbin an
unpmnen conditional. Herme, if there. is a local dependence on SC,
that there will be one on RC. Moreover, if W, is ordinary, that it
mnat be followed by a release on SC. Since all accesses complete
onRCpriortoarelure,urtmustbeinAtandrcachtherelarein
CRC. Since EO,. is the execution order for both SC and RC, UJ,
mnst reach rt in GRC. Similarly, if wt is a special access, it moat
d
fl in CRC. in either case, we have a cc&mdktion.
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